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Abstract— Packet is an integral part of any network system. Packet holds information & also they are the smallest individual units of 

information passed through the network. As the attacks in the internet have taken a tremendous growth in the previous years, the 

protection mechanisms come to the play dramatically. Initially there were protection & authentication mechanisms like password 

authentication, cryptography, firewalls etc. Along with these all techniques, the introduction of IDS (Intrusion Detection Systems)&Intrusion 

protection Systems(IPS)also happened.  Deep packet inspection is very critical processes in many networking applications. This inspects 

the packets flowing through the network to detect viruses, applications or intrusions. If it detects any intrusion, then those packets will be 

blocked. This is known as deep packet inspection. These inspection points are embedded with a large no. of pattern which can be 

expressed in terms of ordinary strings or regular expressions. Regular expressions are powerful than ordinary strings & can be effectively 

find the intrusion attempts. Packet payloads are matched against these patterns. I.e. they allow the packet to continue its flow only if the 

payload of that packet matches with the patterns. This is called deep packet inspection. The major application areas are Intrusion 

detection, virus scanning, content filtering, instant-messenger management, and peer-to-peer identification etc. The deep packet inspection 

can be done through string matching or regular expression matching. The string matching can be done using 3 different methods i.e. 

Automation based, Heuristic based &filter based string matching algorithms. This paper mainly focuses on the statistical study on the 

different string matching mechanisms present in this scenario for deep packet inspection. 

Index Terms— content filtering, deep packet inspection, Intrusion detection, instant-messenger management,virus scanning, packet 

payload, regular expressions 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

tring matching has taken a rapid turn because of the deep 
packet inspection in different applications. In the case of 
deep packet inspection, String matching is one of the fla-

vors among a lot. Ordinary string matching algorithms are not 
useful for packet inspection because it has find applications in 
intrusion detection, virus scanning, content filtering, instant-
messenger management, and peer-to-peer identification. For 
ensuring security &efficiency it should require proper& pow-
erful mechanisms for trapping any kind of attacks, intrusion 
attempts, content filtering & application/user identification. 
Deep packet inspection, as the name implies it deals with the 
packet which carries information in its payload as shown in 
Fig 1.1. 
 
Rather than payload, inspection points also process the packet 
header too. E.g.-from the packet header inspection, we can 
extract the protocol identifier which enables us for protocol 
discovery. The packet payload is matched against particular  
 

 
 

built-in / well defined patterns of the string provided by the 
network administrator for finding a match. Here patterns  
represent the possible/allowed combinations of string that 
may be ruled by a grammar or organization rules or security  
policies of the network intrusion systems. Finding a match as 
much as fast considered as a remarking factor in today’s 
world. These mechanisms also have to   consider not only the 
speed but also the efficiency of algorithm, hardware parame-
ters & utilization of memory. There are different variants of 
methods present for the deep packet inspection. This disserta-
tion mainly discuss about the various kinds of string matching 
procedures in the networking area that deals with the packet 
oriented inspection concept. 
Initially there were protection & authentication mechanisms 
like password authentication, cryptography, firewalls etc. 
Along with these all techniques, the introduction of IDS (In-
trusion Detection Systems)&Intrusion protection Sys-
tems(IPS)also happened for handling the various kinds of at-
tack like viruses ,worms ,banned contents , spam etc. Here IDS 
deals with the analysis for security in forensic application 
tools where as IPS handles the protection policies for security 
in an automatical manner .Deep packet Inspection can be im-
plemented in many of internet devices like proxy servers, 
packet filters, packet sniffers etc. present  in the traditional 
application layer of ISO/OSI model .In another view, DPI can 
be regarded as the service model of networking system. It can 
be taken as a combination of IDS&IPS systems.  
The deep packet inspection mainly deals with the string 
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matching algorithms. 
 
Initially deep packet inspection dealt with some of the chal-
lenges as well as the design issues [1]. The challenges catego-
rized as: Matching algorithm complexity, multiple packet in-
spection, increasing population of signatures, Unknown loca-
tion of signatures, Encrypted data in the packet etc. Primarily, 
the main objectives of the DPI regarded as : Deterministic be-
havior, dynamic update of signatures, Efficient memory utili-
zation, scalability , signature support & additional  functions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We can also optimize the deep packet inspection process in 
different ways [2]. Complete Content Protection (CCP) & For-
tigate Antivirus Firewall etc are some of them [2]. The DPI 
classifier associates TCP/UDP session to its corresponding 
signatures.  After occurring a match with the patterns provid-
ed by the network system administrator, the session ID is in-
serted nto a session table and all the remaining packets having 
same session ID won’t be delivered to DPI classifier .The DPI 
classifier can perform two types of inspections i.e. packet 
based , per-flow state (PBFS) & message based, per-flow state 
(MBFS).PBFS analyses data as packet by packet where as 
MBPS analyses the messages, the stream of data PBFS can also 
be used for DPI optimization.In this paper,we focus on string 
matching algorithms applicable to packet inspection process   
the remainder of the paper is organized as follows.In section 
II,related works about string matching are discussed.Section 
III accurately describes methods,Section IV presents the Statis-
tical study on the previously specified techniques of pattern 
matching , and section V suggests a conclusion for the statisti-
cal study performed.Our goal is to find optimal technique that 
statistically quantifying the benefits of deep packet inspection. 

2  RELATED WORKS 

The types of packet inspection are stateful packet inspection 
method & deep packet inspection .The former stateful packet 
inspection method process only the packet header as shown in 
Fig 2.1.If the payload contains any spam/virus/worm, it 
doesn’t care about that and would be undetected. But in the 
case of DPI, both the header as well as the payload would be 
processed to find an attack hidden in the packet. Some attacks 
can transmit multiple packets for the same activity &those  
may have a weight in terms of  thousands of kilobytes . So 
these packets should be fragmented into segments due to the 
restriction on packet size in transmission. DPI can also have 
the capability to reassemble all these packets& can find the 
attack distributed over a no. of packets.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are a variety of approaches to string matching for DPI. 
Some of the major areas are Automaton-based, Heuristic-
based and Filtering-based. The olden pattern matching pro-
cess make use of the ordinary strings but as the network at-
tacks grows along with the internet growth, it is  made insuffi-
cient  for tracking intrusions, traffic monitoring, detecting 
spam, viruses etc. Therefore the technology went for higher 
options i.e, regular expressions. The traditional methods for 
matching regular expressions are DFA & NFA. But both are 
not practical in the current situation in terms of memory & 
time. They are obsolete mechanisms in the field and are up-
dated with its higher versions like D2FA, δFA, δNFA etc.  
 

2.1 Traditional methods: DFA & NFA 

DFA is Deterministic Finite Automata which has only one 
transition for each individual input symbol specified in the set 
of input symbols. The tuple representation can be written as: 
A DFA in a 5-tuple –M= (Ꮎ, Σ, δ, q0, F) where M represents the 
machine, Ꮎ represents the infinite set of states in the DFA, Σ 
represents the set of input symbols, δ represents the automata 
function which converts the input state to another state, q0 in-
dicates the initial state, & finally F holds the set of final states 
specified. The restriction factor behind the DFA is that it re-
quires excessive amount of memory for the regex (Regular 
Expression) sets. While on the other side, it performs fast 
string matching. 

NFA is Nondeterministic Finite Automata which has one or 
more transitions for each input symbol specified in the set of 
input symbols. The tuple representation can be written as: 
same as that of DFA and M = (Ꮎ, Σ, δ, q0, F) where Ꮎ repre-
sents the infinite set of states in the NFA, Σ represents the set 
of input symbols, δ represents the automata function which 
converts the input state to another state, q0 indicates the initial 
state, & finally F holds the set of final states specified. The con 
behind the NFA is that it it performs slow string matching 
process & requires more memory references for single charac-
ter.   

2.2 Aho-Corasik Algorithm [1] 

Aho-Corasick Algorithm is one of the algorithm for the multi-
ple string matching.  

 
 
 

 

Fig 1.1 Packet structure 

           
       Fig 2. 1 Stateful inspection Vs DPI 
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The basis is accepted from the DFA implementations as there 
is exactly one transition is required for the single character It 
introduces new concepts like dictionaries which holds text like 
entries.The inventors had been made a lot of implementations 
on different platforms & found out that Cray XMT gives better 
output compares to others .As shown in fig 2.2,the multiple 
string like ―he‖, ―she‖, ―his‖, and ―her‖ patterns can be test-
ed& it also compresses the states and represents the construc-
tion .  The disadvantage in this method is  that the 
vulnerabilty to the attacks by  making it 7 times slower in 
execution [3] 

2.3 Delayed Deterministic Finite Automata (D
2
FA) 

D2FA is the compressed form of DFA that reduces the no of 
transitions thus reduces the memory footprint also. This in-
troduces a new concept called, default transitions for the 
states. As shown in fig 2.3 the default transitions are repre-
sented as bold arrows. 

 
 
 

 
 

                                       Fig 2.3 D
2
FA 

                            
 

 

 

                                                   
                                                   Fig 2. 3 D2FA 

 

 

Here the transition set for the state 1 is fully defined. All the other 

states which deals with a transition about a non specified character 

should take the default transition. Exception to the above statement  

is that input character C on the state 3.state 3 defined an explicit 

transition about c because it defines a new transition compared to 

other states for the same input character. Thus it keeps the differ-

ences among state transitions. 

In this point of view, this concept reduces the memory conception 

of DFA simultaneously it reduces the effectiveness of transitions. 

The effectiveness in the sense that it requires one additional node 

traversal. 

3 TECHNIQUES 

The techniques used for the string matching can be broadly 
classified into are Automaton-based, Heuristic-based and Fil-
tering-based.  

3.1 Automaton-based 

The related work section described some of techniques related 
to automation –based approach. This section comprises of  the 
software (BNF in SNORT)and hardware oriented(FPGA) 
methods. 
 

3.1.1 SNORT 

SNORT is an example of Intrusion Detection Systems [IDS] 
which perform light weight intrusion detection activities [1]. It 
is software oriented approach & is not cost effective also be-
cause it is General Public License [GNU89]. SNORT is based 
on set of rules. The design principles behind Snort’s technolo-
gy were performance, simplicity, and flexibility. The three 
primary sub systems inside Snort: the packet decoder, the De-
tection engine, the logging and alerting subsystem. Snort’s 
detection engine performs the operation based on rule repre-
sented in terms of chain headers & options in two-dimensional 
linked list format. The library file inside the SNORT holds all 
the IP addresses for fast processing. The individual parts are 
placed inside the chain option parameter & common property 
parameters are placed inside of the chain headers. The decod-
ing section provides support Ethernet, SLIP, and raw (PPP) 
datalink protocols [1]. By focusing on the rules, it is easy to 
write as well as it is very strong one. Here there are 3 types of 
rules importantly they are: pass, log, or alert The pass rule just 
drop out all the packets but log writes the full packet which 
was selected by the user while he is in the run time & alert 
gives notifications regarding the security details. As it can get 
a view about the packet content that have captured , it is very 
flexible to write rules for them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                          
                   
 
   
                   Fig 2.4 Snort Process Stages [1] 
 
By summarizing [4] it is one of the cost effective system that 
can be applied for the commercial area 

 

3.1.2 FPGA 

It is one the hardware implementation on the system. The 
main highlight is the reconfigurability of the mechanism. The 
FPGA can be used for creating the logics for NFA. The main 
aim of the task is to minimize the mapping time between the 
states. The reduction in the mapping time directly points to 

      
 Fig  2.2 Compressed Ac For high speed DPI [1] 
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the configuration bits that would easiness the work. Although 
performing the above is difficult due to 2 reasons .First of all 
the FPGA bit stream formats are not commercialized second is 
the error occurred during the process may harm the entire 
hardware i.e. IC chip. 
 
  This paper [5] mainly analyses the implementation of FPGA 
on xlinix vertex architecture & it is found that NFA implemen-
tation is quite simple but the mapping time have some tech-
nical   problems. 
 

3.1.3 Heuristic Based 

The heuristic based mechanism mainly details with the Wu-
Manber algorithm which includes the shift operation[]. The 
shifting occurs with the help of shifting tables. The shifting 
table includes the shifting values for the bytes included in the 
packet If the shift value is set to zero then the pattern tries to a 
find a match with all the others that having same no of bytes. 
This process takes unlimited time. 

3.1.4 Heuristic Based 

 
The filter mechanism can be done in two ways i.e. multi-

pattern search algorithm & single pattern algorithm. In single 
pattern, the substring is extracted from the regular expressions 
that require match. In Multiple patterns, possible suffixes are 
generated and searched [7] 

4STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Here we conduct the statistical study on some of the existing 
systems using some set of platforms [1]& the results are 
shown in fig 4.1 
 
          Fig 4.1 statistical study on different architectures 

                                                

 

 

  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The main aim of this paper is to conduct a statistical study 
on string matching mechanism for deep packet inspection. 
Here we covered the need for DPI, challenges etc. By consider-
ing all the techniques automata is the best one. From this point 
of view, Automata based techniques have some research top-
ics still to be expanded & a lot of ongoing works are there for 
strengthening it. The statistical survey conducts on some of 
the discussed techniques. The analysis of the result indicates 
that, a lot works have to be done for satisfying the memory & 
time constraints specified in the challenges.  
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